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Debbie Tucker upon the completion and subsequent
good rating of her test. That was quite a scream, Debbie,
but congratulations!

* * * * * * *

A.M. Maramarco
The ECHO -welcomes the announcement that the 'AAUP has
begun an examination of the implications of last weeks 's ECHO
article "Coincidence or Intention?" The issues and questions
raised by the article deserve a thorough and open discussion b y all
members of the college community .
President Strider , commenting on the ECHO's article, is quoted
as say ing: "what a faculty member says is his own business so
1
long as it 's responsible. ' We find this a surprising interpretation
of the individual's ri ght of free speech. The concept of
responsibility is a subjective consideration and does not hav e any
connection with the exercise of free speech. Advocacy of peace in
Vietnam may be considered by some as an irresponsible position
but it is within one 's constitutional ri ghts to advance such an
argument. The President 's interpretation of free expression is
significant and should be kept in mind in any discussion of
college hiring and firing policy.
Stu-G 's Proposal
We disagree with S tu-G's decision to amend Proposal 1
according to the suggestion of the trustees. The issue is this:
either Proposa l 1 is a good idea or it is not a good idea. 1,000
people signed a petition supporting Proposal 1 as it stood. We
belief that this is a mandate • for accepting the proposal
unamended. The question of ultimate authority, i.e. Presidential
power vs. student power is a red herring and should not be at
issue. Few peop le question the ri ght of the President 's ultimate
authority. The point is that a proposa l has been made to allow
living units to establish their own social rules. The question is is
the proposa l reasonable or is it not? O ther colleges such as
Bowdoin and Vassar have recentl y established rules leaving social
regulations al the discre tion of the individual.
The President and Stu-G should reject the amendment and
accept the ori ginal proposal as a sensible and reasonable
suggestion. Leaving the proposal amended means that three
months work will largel y have been to no purpose.
Credit Due

Credit should be given where credit is due. We think that the
f ac ulty deserves praise for its decision to decrease the total
number of hours required for graduation and to reduce
substantiall y distribution requirements. The intellectual q ua lity
of students ' total edu cation is raised as the student is allowed
greater opportunity to pursiui stud y in fi elds of his special
interest. The faculty acted wisel y in antici pating a generall y fell
need for change.
Echo Goes Wei
In the spring of 1 968 an event look p lace which went largel y
unnoticed; the ECHO editorial board , then under Peter Jost ,
vo ted unanimousl y to accep t li qu or ads. The fruits of lliis
forgotten act have now come to li ght: today the l__ H0 , lo our
kn owled ge for the first lime in ils history, publishes an
advertis ement for beer,

Cover by Robert Thrun

As Oscar Hamrncrstein once said: Spring has sprung.
And so many and varie d are th e signs of regenera ted li f e
on hte Colby College campus. Dr. Suss' dog has
rediscovered t he small and acco mo d ating spr u ces and
firs in front of Miller Library, all too much in need of
spring fertilization. The picturesque boardwalk spanning
th e ch ape l law n h as served as a wat er tab le ever si n ce th e
snow melted - it is just now emerging from a few inches
of water. There are the early tanners on the Dana and
M ary Low roofs , the lazy buf f s on t h e libra ry lawn,
luc ky enoug h to catc h a glimpse of Colby's Steve
McQueen, Mr. Knatz and his cycle. However, as sunny
as th ings loo k, there are still the pessimists who will tell
you to go down to Johnson Pond ... it hasn't unfrozen
yet.
* * * * * * *
And spring ushers in the infamous, so they tell me,
government comps. Sitting in the Spa can become quite
an ex per ien ce wi th t h e G over nment comps goin g on
next door. Ask the people who had the pleasure to hear

Colby big -weekends (big weekends?) have undergone

ch anges in the pas t, and t h is year 's co uld be t h e most

revolutionary, if not tlie most hilarious, of all modem
day innovations. Seems that our Spring Weekend, in
addition to the Greek Sing contest, which on the
frat ernity par t is enoug h to make th e jud ges turn pale,
will also sport a "Greek God" contest. From my third
hand sources, the girls will vote for the Goddy Body put
up by each of our brawny fraternities. So girls, vote f or
tlie bod of your choice this coming week-end.

* * * * * * *
I can see it all now. the Colby College Board of
Trustees meeting, Fifth Avenue, 26 floors up . . . and
who should be the student beneficiaries of this two-day
•work and meeting period but Henry Thompson and Ben
Kravitz, looking none too inconspicuous among r ur big
brothers. But word from Henry and Ben is that their
welcome was cordial and that the Board's r ecep tivity t o
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letters to the editor

FREEDOM AND RESPONSIBILITY:
A CHALLENGE TO CONSCIENCE
BY: RICHARD T. WOTRUBA
Assistant Professor of
Physical Education
Student life at Colby College used to be analogous to
a village with its ministers. Then, it became a town - a
one industry town -- with its intellectual and spiritual
oligarchy. Now , it is like a city of infinite variety. True,
one will find less sense of community here than in the
vill age , but also less sense of confinement. There is also
less se nse o f purpose than within the town, but there arc
more ways for everyone to excel. You identif y less with
the total community and more with its sub-groubs.
Teaching is less central and the faculty members along

COLBY

Office: Rob e rt s Uni o n,

with the students are more becoming a full partici pa ting
gro u p for society. In particular, th e studen t h as a ch oice
of roles and mixtures of roles to suit his taste and not a
single choice of roles to look forward to wearing.
What are the results of this revolution ? Is Colby
College relevant to tlie needs of a private liberal arts
college? Should the students have been allowed to stay
in the chapel? Do we need to call in the military or
police to help run things? To try and answer these
questions would be destroying the reason why they
exist at this time. Certainly, Colby College has been
inconsistent internally in its policy and aims, but at the
same time it has been consistentl y pro d uc t ive
externally. New freedoms have been gained by all
groups. Out of these freedoms, there has emerged a new
morality that appears to be built around the individual's
personal conscience. This personal conscience requires
one personally to eveluate the gravity of a positive law
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The major focus of radicals on many of the nation 's campuses this spring is
the role which ROTC (Reserved Officers Training Corps) has in a liberal arts
college. There had been debates on this subject for several years, hut talk did not
produce action until several Ivy League Schools, namel y Dartmouth and Yale,
decided to remove Academic credit from their ROTC programs. Since that time,
the faculties of several other institutions have voted to ^withdraw credit from the
military programs.
The status of ROTC units is now being seriousl y questioned in Maine colleges.
Bowdoin College pland to negotiate with the Army to eliminate academic credit
for its ROTC program. Colby students and faculty members have questioned the
rol e of Colb y 's Air Force ROTC unit.
Wh y is ROTC at Colby? Th e College 's publication "About Colb y " says the
following: "A liberal arts college prepare s for living in a comp licated world.
During the coming years certain human beings will probabl y be called upon to
make fateful decisions affecting not only the welfare but perhaps even the
survival of the human race. Because some of these men. will surel y be officers of
the United States Air Force , it is essential that these decisions be reached b y
men who can make jud gements not onl y in the context of military and political
necessity, but also in the full perspective of human history and culture.
"One who is convinced of man 's dignity , revealed through many centuries of
his existance , creative expression and intellectual manifestation , and who is
capable of jud gement , is unlikely to make a decision that mi ght imperil the
human race.
"For this reason , Colb y includes, as part of its liberal arts program, a series of
courses leading to commissions, under a voluntary ROTC training p lan , in the
United States Air Force. "
The Air Force ROTC unit at Colby is officially- treated like any other

department of the college. It is housed in a College building, and its secretary is
paid for b y the College, it receives a bud get like any other department. Students
taking AFROTC courses receive full credit toward graduation requirements. The
instructors of AFROTC courses participate full y as members of the faculty,
serving on faculty committees, and having votes in the faculty meetings. Further
the commanding officer must be given according to law the rank of professor.
The officers teaching the courses at Colb y are paid b y the Air Force. They
come here on a tour of duty for a period of from three to four years. They are
assi gned to Colb y fro m the Air University, at Maxwell Air Force Base in
Alabama , the head quarters of all College AFROTC programs. The officers
stationed at Colb y have varied back grounds covering all aspects of Air Force
service. Officers detailed to Colb y must receive a prior approval of the college ,
and no Air Force Officers assi gned here can be continued if the college has
requested his release.
The six courses whicli are taught in the AFROTC program at Colby are put
out b y Air Univ ersity, at Maxwell Air Force Base. Eacli individual instructor is
required to follow the basic core, but he can alter the readings at his own
discretion. The officers presentl y detached to Colb y feel that they must make
six courses which are being offered as academicall y challenging, as any other
course offered at Colb y.
In order for academ ic credit to be given to an AFROTC course , it must
receive approval b y th e Educational Policy Committ ee , a lth oug h a course of
some sort must eventuall y be given credit because of contract specifications.
Stud e nt s t a king AFROTC courses receive credit onl y for the academic courses
th ey tak e, not for march ing, etc,
There are actuall y tw o programs of Air Force ROTC , a two y ea r pr ogr a m , and
a four year program. The four year program requires tlie student to pursue the
G eneral Military Course of Aerospace Studies during hi s Freshman and
Sop homore years. Students in this course meet two hours per week for
combined classroom and corps training. Qualified students enroll in the
Pro fessional Officer Course for their junior and senior years. The Professional
Officer Course meets three classroom hours each week. Cadets are required to
devote an additional hour each week to corps training.
Students who wish to partici pat e in th e tw o y ear pr ogram mu st pas s th e
Offic er Qualif y ing t est in th e ir sop homore year, then must spend six weeks
between their sophomore and junior years at an Air Force Base.
Th e student who successfull y comp letes the Air Force ROTC requirements
will be commissioned n second lieutenant at graduation. Following graduation ,

he may or may not qualif y for flight training . If lie does
decide to become a pilot , he will serve for five years, if
not, he will serve for four years. These are the same
amounts of time a graduate of Officer Candidate School
is required to serve.
Since the program became voluntary there has been
no drop in commissions which remains at about fifteen
per year although the total number enrolled in the
progra m lias dropped from around 300 to 100. This
may be due to the quota system. The Air Force gets
4,500 officers per year through its AFROTC program
excluding those graduating fro m the Air Force
Academy. The Officers Training School is used only to
augment this number. These 4,500 officers are received
as quotas from various areas in the United States. Colby
is in an area which involves 19 schools. This area has a
quota of anticipated commissioned officers each year
and this quota is broken down into smaller quotas,
One advantage that the Air Force ROTC graduates
have over other studen ts is, that after graduation , they
may attend graduate school, without fear of being
drafted. While in Grad School, the inactive Air Force
Officer will continue to receive his $50.00 per month
allowance that he received in his last two years at Colh y.
U pon the completion of his work in Grad School , Hie
officer will go on active duty, serving the period he
would have served had he gone into the service after
graduation. The Air Force will pay for the student 's
Grad School if he will agree to serve an extra period of
time after receiving his advanced degree.
1 here arc two main arguments in favor of continuing
AFROTC at Colh y and other "liberal" institutions: The
first is that given above in the "About Colby "
statement. Essentially the same argument is presented
by President Strider in a pamphlet entitled "Colhy
College 's Officer Candidate Program , Air Force ROTC. "
The second argument is that if Colhy were to dro p the
AFROTC progra m, Colby 's quota could have to lie
obtained fro m some oilier source, since, according to
our AFROTC officers, there arc, a large numb er of
schools presently withou t AFROTC programs which
would like I he program. These schools are largely in llic
South or nra*collcgcs specializing in technical subjects,
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This Coupon Is Worth
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at YOUR NORGE LAUNDR Y
and DRY CLEANING VILLAGE
Elm Pla za Shopping Center , Waterville

j
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Have a regular $2.40 , 8 lb . load of dry cleanin g
done for $2. 00 with this coupon . Typical load : 10
sweaters , or 4 men 's suits , or 3 ladies ' suits, or 3
topcoats, or 8 trousers , or 9 dresses.
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j Laundry washed , d ried and folded

20c lb.
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Ronald F. Lalime, R_ Mi.
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Th e Colb y College Powder „ Wi g production
of " Macbeth " at tlie Waterville Opera House
A pril 2.r> and 2f> will be a multa-media
experience. Audio and visual effects are to be
u sed al many points during trie play to enhance
Shakespeare 's supernatura l ambience and to
enlarge the visual scope of the battle scenes th ai
lead to the downfall of the hero .
W i t h an elabora te system of loudspeakers
sound crew headed h y J on Barrett will surround
tbe audience with a cong lomeration of sounds to
engulf them in the experience of the drama. At
oth er moments during the p l a y, the sound effects
will he sp ecificall y dir ec ti o nal.
V o cal d i s t o r t i o n chambers and other
electronic means will create non-human sounds
for sup ernatural characters, and a variety oi
created sou nds, some of them electronic , some of
th e m disp lacements of real sounds, will a lso b e

Mem her of tlio

r

For d etails , prospective contestants should
call at the Speech Office , Room 204c, Millo
Libr ary.

ROTC
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College Sp eaking Day: Sund ay, May I L 2:08
p .m. Lovejoy
Th e M urray Prize Debale
Th e Herbert C. Libb y Prize
Th e Coburn Prizes in Read ! ig

heard.
A sp ecial p hotograp hic crew under the
dir ection of Fred Osborne and Rusty Harris is
com pleting work on projected visual effects.
Both still and motion p icture projections will he
used. B y a variety of p hotograp hic means,
including
refraction and sup eriinp osilion ,
sometimes w i t h still images and images in motion
working .simultaneously, and sometimes with a
batter y of proj ecto rs functioning in sequence , a
new dim ension wil l be added to Shakespeare 's

i.e. eng ineering schools. If there wen! enough schools
similar lo Colhy which dropped the program , il is
I
, I SSl RANCi-: CO RPORATION
35 Main Street
\ argued thai the complexion of the officers in the Air
¦
I
Waterville , Maine
Force wou ld change Inward s a more conservative
outlook.
Waterville , Maine
j
Phone 873-0523
II
The arguments against continuing the program are
I
several , hut the m ain argument lies in questioning the
1
place of the military in an academic institution. To
I
tlio^e who oppose IIOTC llic corporate outlook of (he
military in today 's society is no I what Ihey desire . This
side sees a vasl growing military-industrial com plex
I Tcj iehiii R opportunities for h»owhich appears uol to he slopped hy the influx ol
"liberal minded " ' -ers. There Con- , Ihey see no weight
I R innerw in private independe nt ,
in the argument f<> .intiiiuiii H llu- program.
I scihools. Education course* mot .
LUMBER and
I
I
Presently the KIT is coiiccriun iJi itself with this issue:
I prerequisite,
i
should AFROT C. al Colby t'ontmiw to he j5ivo.11
academic credit or not. Should the KI'C deride against
I
continuing AFROTC in its present status , il would
¦School Service Bureau
require faculty acceptance anil negotiations would have
\
14 North Street
' In be made between the college and (lie Air Force,
| POST OFFirrc KOX 278K
Tel. 873-3371
since , under the pre sent contract with the Air Force,
|WINDSOR, CON N ECTICUT I
L
'.. __ __ __ __ __ _ . _ - -_ _ - _- i — —¦« AFI ' OT C iniisl he n pari of (lie curriculum ,
FEDKR.AL, DEPOSIT

A n n ouncing:
The Julius and Rachel Levine prize;
contest in extemporaneous speaking.
Mond ay evening, May 5, I 96<J, 8:00 p.m..
Dunn Lounge , Runnals Uni on.
of
Problems
the
G eneral
Top ic:
Military-Industrial Compl ex.
O p en to all Colb y Stud ents.

ageless play.
Some of the visual effects will p lay up on a
tr ansparent curtain , while others will focus on
the back gr ound or upon disappe aring surfaces in
I th e. middle ground.
Ti ckets for the p lay are on sale h y mail , o r a l
., the Colb y Spa and al Canaan I louse in Waterv ille
al SI.50 each.

lalime's
!
Waterville
'I
i
i
i Waterville Drug ]i Savings Bank !i
I
I
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The Colby Chapter of the A.A.TJ.P. announced
Monday that it is beginning an examination of the
"serious implications of last week's (ECHO) article
'Coincidence or Intention?" The statement read as
follows: "The Executive and Grievance Committees
o£ the Colby Chapter of the American Association of
University Professors are currently examining the
serious imp lications of last week's article
'Coincidence or Intention?' When completed , a
report will be made to the entire college
community." It was signed, Executive Committee of
the Colby AAUP: Prof. Patrick Brancaccio , Prof.
Donaldson Koons, Prof. William B. Miller, Prof.
Colin Mackay, Prof. Frederick Geib, Prof. Harold
Pestana.

Professor Brancaccio, President of the Colby
Chapter of the AAUP, declined any furth er
comment on the issues raised by the ECHO article.
"The statement will have to stand for my
comment,1' he said. It is not known whether the
AAUP will concern itself with particular firings or
with college employment practices in general.
Professor Brancaccio said that he could not estimate
when die AAUP could be expected to conclude its
examination. Mr. Brancaccio said that he did not
know when the first meeting of die whole Chapter
would be held. AAUP meetings are not open to the
public.

COLBY

ECHO

Proposal ONE

Henry Thompson and lien Kravits
went to New York an Saturday April 32 to
explain the campus situation to the hoard of
trustees , and specificly to present the student
stand on proposal one. On April 14, Henry
and Ben presented their summary of what
went on on Fifth Avenue to Stu G , ln
essence , the hoard of trustees "reaffirmed
their belief of the structure of Colby
College", and determined to support the
president and any decision lie may make
regarding campus life . The decisions on the
proposals, then , do not lie with the trustees,
hut with President Strider. Hen Kravits noted
al the Stu-G meeting that the president 's
hesitiincy could he attributed to the fact that
the trustees can fire him; therefore il was
though t that he wauled to feel out tlieir
thoughts be fore making any statements.
The trustees, described as "interested
and receptive " by the two students , expressed
tlie desire that something be shown "to
indicate that the administration has some
authority over the living units. " Some present
al the Stu—G meeting felt that this idea was
in direct contradiction with the essence of the
proposal, Henry Thompson pointed out that
KKLS can d e le gat e auth ority, as he has done
hy making some jobs the duty of the deans;
hut "he cannot delegate responsibility . " Th e

trustees had two suggestions regarding
proposal one, the first being that the phrase
"inaccordance with the charter of the
college " be added to the proposal so that the
entire proposal would read: "The residents
of each living unit shall have the sole righ t to
establish any and all regulation governing the
social actions with thai living unit in
accordance wilh civil law and in accordance
with the charter of the college. Each living
unit shall create its own subjudiciary. " The
second suggestion was that a board made up
of students , faculty, and administrators of
undetermined ratio be set up to "look over
the rules that the dorms decide on ". Under
either of these amendments , the president
would be able to reject whatever individual
living units decide upon. The trustees feel that
the president 's responsibility for actions on
campus is an intergral purl of the institution.
During the Stu-G meeting, much
discussion about the implications of these two
suggestions look place , Some people
questioned whether or not the president 's
authority actuall y did extend into the living
units. One student pointed out that the only
menition of authoriyl in tlie charter was Sec.
7 which slated that "the corporation shall
have the right to set up reasonable rules and
reasonable punishments according to the laws
of the stale of Maine. " Obviously, accurate

interpretations of this section and all its
implications is an area for lawyers. Jeff
Parncss was vehement in his objections to the
second suggestion , claiming that such a board
was unnecessary and would only result in
stalling the real aim ol autonomy in proposal

one. Another student agreed wilh Parness , but
.added that the addition of the "charter
phrase " mig ht serve to force the president to
give substantive reasons for any rejections he
makes and thus get the arbitrary decisions out
of the social rules of Colhy. These and many
oilier views were presented.
Henry Thompson asked for a show of
hands to indicate feelings about what
direction the. committee on proposal one
should aim al , if REUS should return tlio .
proposal for further deliberation. Hy a straw
vole of I t ! to 1, Stu-G representatives and
officers approved the addition of the phrase
"in accordance wilh Ihe charter of tlie
college". Hy about a two-thirds majority
they similarly appro ved the idea of working
toward the establishment of a representative
review board to consider the rules made up by
the dorms. The one third votin g against this
suggestion fell that such a board would he
establishing more red tape and would be
pointless since the ultimat e authority would
still be with Ihe president. Those that voted
for the board fell that such a board would he
able to influence tbe ultimate decisions and
that the student initiative evident in such a
suggestion would indicate the willingness of
the Hind tints to accept administrative
responsibilities.

President Strider, when asked for his
reaction to "Coincidence of Intention?" the
article on Colby's personnel policy, stated
dial "The article was inaccurate and
characterized by misleading innuendoes." The
President said that in all of its policy
regarding the faculty, Colby adheres slricdy
to the American Association of University
Professors (AAUP). "I agree with the
principles of the AAUP ," says President
Strider, "and in view of this, I believe that
what a faculty member says his own business,
so long as it's responsible. "
"It may not be generally understood ,"
says the President , "that in any college that
tries to develop a good facidty, it's less the
exception than the rule for the younger
faculty members to move around , so that
there is a lot of automatic turnover. On this
point, Dean Jolmson, the Dean of Students,
says that the decision about whether a faculty
member should stay or leave is made on the
advice of the departmental heads, and
depends of departmental balance and a need
for a continuous flow of new people. He also
poin ted out , in agreement with President
Strider , that in keeping every facul ty member
Jong enough to be granted tenure, too great a
committment would be made by the college.
Also, both men.expressed the opinion that in
some cases (although not necessarily for those
mentioned in the previous article), young
professors need urging to go someplace where
tliey can complete their doctorates or gain
teaching experience in other kinds of
institutions.
President Strider stressed that the
"most damaging aspect of the article" was in
the personal references to specific professors.
He said , "When decisions are made to keep or
release a faculty member, the reasons are not ,
mid should not be made public. What it comes
down lo is that the process is delicate and

complicated, that it is pursued at Colby with
scrupulous care, and that the reasons for a
professor 's dismissal are never made public. "
Dean Johnson emphasized the fact that
none of the decisions ref erred to in
"Coincidence or Intention? " were recent;
that some were made last fall and some

several years ago. He explained that the
decisions arc normally made in the fall, in
conjuction with departmental meetings, and
that under the AAUP , a college has the
obligation to inform the professor involved at
least one full year in advance. Colby
ordinarily, allows two years instead of the
minimum of one. He admitted that this has
disadvantages as well as advantages for the
faculty member, because while two years'
notice enabled him to make a thorough
for
possibilities
of
investigation
reemployment, it also means that he must
remain at the college for as long as that period
without being able ot "put his roots in any
deeper th an they are presendy," or to
establish himself and his family.
Dean Johnson stated that for
sabbaticals and other benefits to be used as
rewards would destroy the morale of the
college. He thinks that an earlier sabbatical ,

not coinciding with the seven-year term
required for tenure, would be a good idea.
Missing in last week's article, said Dean
Johnson, was mention of the Academic
Council's role in personnel policy. Dean
Johnson said that the Academic Council,
composed of the full professors at Colby,
advises the President on promotion and
tenure. They have delegated the remainder of
their authority to the general faculty.
President Strider says he always listens to the
advice of the Academic council, and goes by
it almost without exception.
Dean Johnson further allowed the
truth of the statement made by one of the
teachers who has been asked to leave, to the
effect that the faculty hardly ever choose to
leave Colby ; he said that professors usually
are pleased with their students here. But, he
*Said it is not unusual to have the turnover that
is occurring this year.
As far as pressure in favor of
Administrative policy, Dean Johnson stated
that there must be a consensus towards some
policy, or "the college will be like a centipede
lying in a ditch with its legs running in
different directions." He and President Strider
agreed that when a college changes direction,
as it seems to be doing, it must change with
care or some people might be lost in the
process.
In reference to ihe ECHO's statement
that "people who agitate for debate are
constrained to sdence or forced to leave", the
Dean of Faculty said th at if Colby's policy
were to hire only "safe", non-liberal facultyit could easily be done. The Presid ent said, "I
am glad to say we have a very individualistic
faculty and administration; 1 really don't
know what they're talking about. "
President Stridor commented that he
went to "as many of tlie Religious
Convocation meetings as I could, and I liked

St. AUGU STINE
EXCH ANGE J
A Colby student remarked that this
year there seemed to be less exploitation of
the students' blackness and more involvement
of the students as persons. The visitors
seemed to spend most of their time with the
few black students at Colby, which probably
makes the school more real to them. Befo re
leaving they said that they had had a very
enj oyable visit , but Mose Dorsey remarked
that there was less discussion of racism here
than there had been al St. Augustine 's.
Possibly this -was because Colhy students fell
awkward talking about something which is so
basic for thcin.
The most significant parts of the
exchange for both groups were ihe personal
exchanges and the few people who became
more involved than Ihe rest of the students .
The exchange program seems to have become
less strained us the years pass and the national
si t uation and the Colby community improve .
There was a realization for the Colhy
exchange students that cool politeness doesn 't
mean anything, and lo get beyond il one must
he willing to discuss the racial situation , Only
after getting beyond the harrier of Iho myth ,
is it possible lo form a real bond. Said one
Colby partici pant in the program: "The few

militants at St. Augustine s had to attack us
to make us examine our attitudes and star t to
understand them, so that we could
understand bow they feel." Because they fell
freer to attack the while student as a symbol
at St. Augustine's, an understanding could Lc
gained. This understanding and particular
friendshi ps are what will he remembered by
the exchange students from Colby. It is only
unfortunate that more students could nctt
take advantage of this unusual opporlunilv."
The student exchange program with St.
Augustine's College in Raleigh, N orth
Carolina has been conducted for three years.
It lakes place during spring vacation and
provides a chance for some Colby students lo
spend some time al a predominantly Negro
college. Reciprocally, students from St.
Augustine 's come lo Colby during their spring
vacation. Hopefully, in this way students nt
both schools will have a chance to spend lime
together, exchange ideas, and g ain in
awareness and understanding.
The highlights of the trip lo St.
Augustine 's were a reception at the house of a
faculty member, afternoon discussions on
Uiicism , Stud ent Unr es t , and Ih e N ew
Morality, a tri p to Duke University, and
(several parties. The weather at St. Augustine 's

was warm , and this stimulated a very relaxed
and friendly atmosphere. The school was a
little smaller than Colby, The Colby students
talcing part in the exchange were Tim Carey,
Chris Cel-itn , Peter Foss, Larry Linncll, Sebs
Mamo, Belli Marker , Linda Marsh , Tom
Maynard, and Si Nahra. Dean J ohnson acted
as an advisor for the group, which was a fairly
representative cross section of Colby students.
This week a group from St. Augustine's
came to Colby, The important official events
for the St, Augustine's sludcnls at Colby were
a facul ty reception, a reception banquet and
informal talk by Cole Sargent on Maine
Indian s, a discussion on "Bla ck Power i n
America ," and several parties. The St.
Augustine's students who took p art in th e
exehimge were Evelyn Enrp, R ach el Endd y,
Shirl ey W i lk in s, Rose Bland , J erry West ,
Jerome Johnson , and Mose Dorsey. Mr.
Nimmons, a government leaclicr, acted as
their advisor,

the convocation." He indicated that lie
viewed the basic spirit of involvement at
Colby this year, misdirected as it often has
been, he said, as an improvement in the
college's atmosphere. Dean Johnson also said
that the views presented at discussions such as
the recent ones arc informative and valuable,
and that without them the campus attitude
would be unbalanced. Dean Johnson added
that an "administrative dilernna" was tlie
question of how much class time is
appropriate for the debate of contemporary
issues."
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Dean Johnson 's answer to the title,
"Coincidence or Intention?" was simply,
"Coincidence". According to this memler of
the administration, then, the article contained
basic truths, although it was slanted in tone ,
President Strider seemed to see no vadue in
the article as it read,

by Earle Shettleworth
Colby was priviledged on Monday,
April 7, with a visit by Bu ckminster Fuller , a
universal man who has been described as an
inventor, an architect, an engineer, a designer,
a mathematician, a philosopher, an author, a
poet, and an educator.
To Fuller's credit are such diverse
accomplishments as designing the geodesic
dome, inventing the Dymaxion house and car,
formulating energetic-synergetic geometry,
writing books like 'Nine Chains to the Moon'
arid 'No More Second Hand God' , acting as
the U.S. delegate to the UNESCO World
Conference on Science and Art at Tbilisi,
Russia, in 1968, and planning the
Tetrhadronal Floating City for the U.S.
Department of
Housing and
Urban
Development.
For all his contributions and
knowledge, Buckminster Fuller is a warm and
unassuming man to meet and talk with. He
refuses to call himself by any title, stating, "I
leave that up to others. For example, when I
amde the plans for the dome which housed
die United States exhibit at Expo *67 in
Montreal, the government referred to me as
an architect."
Fuller's first appearance at Colby was
an informal discussion on Monday afternoon
with about two dozen students and faculty
members. There he quickly amazed the group
by die ease with which he talked about
psychics, mathematics, chemistry, and
biology. He traced how he conceived the
geodesic dome and illustrated his points by
skillfully manipulating his hands and fingers
to form objects and geometric shapes.
Asked if he had proposed to place a
dome over part of Manhattan , he replied ,
"One thing that 1 have learned is never to
propose anything. However, I did investigate
die idea and found that a dorne one mile high
and two miles wide would be adequate to
control the air and weather there . Its cosr
would be equivalent to the expenses for ten
years of snow removal.
"I don't believe in promotion because 1
don 't think you can be a good scientist and
sell tilings at the same time. I set up two
companies, Geodesies and Scnogetics, to
handle specific projects ' which I was

approached to do. Then I turned the
businesses over to some of my students."
Fuller later noted that among his most
recent requests to design structures have been
two from England, a theater at Oxford and a
home for Beatle John Lennon.
On Monday evening, Buckminster
Fuller delivered a G-uy P. Gannett lecture at
Runnals Union. Although 73 years old, he
shunned the support of the podium and stood
within microphone _ ange before an audience
of about 500 people. He announced diat he
had not prepared any text or notes but that
instead he wanted to do "some thinking aloud

When men began to travel on the sea, they
realized that whoever commanded it could
command the world. Thus , mariners were the
first to think on a world-wide scale.
However, most people did not know
what transpired on die ocean . History was
•written from the land standpoint, and much
of humanity developed a land point of view
which male it defensive. Men built in larger
and stronger ways to protect themselves from
others.
The sea view was offensive be cause no
one could protect a section of the ocean. But
neonle on land continued to huild more

about where we arc. Then he preceeded to
speak for more than two and a half hours
without pausing even once for a drink of
water. Much of his audience was held in
fascination as he discoursed on subjects
ranging
from
early
mariners
to
photosynthesis.
The March issue of 'Pace Magazine'
commented, "To aj iyone whose mind is
locked in, Fuller's concepts of man and the
universe and what life is all about are not just
a breath of fresh air on old problems. They
are a tempest of new thinking."
The following are some of the tempests
of thought that Buckminster Fuller unleashed,
at Colby:
Three-quarters of the earth is ocean
and is governed only by the laws of nature .

heavily to become more secure . They also
horded whether they could use what they
were saving or not. Thus, they were surprised
in 1929 when General Mitchell's small
airplane sank a large ship. The airplane was
doing more with less, but I don 't know of an
economics book which makes the statement
dial more can be less. They all think in terms
of owning lands and objects.
When man makes war, he buys
technology to help him win. World War I was
the the first great technological war. After it
was over, people felt that tremendous
spending had occurred to wage the fighting.
Actually, lliere was a massive gain in
productive capability .
Man doesn't really know what wealth
is if he is aloays thinking of it in spendable
terms. From 1900 to the present, the
percentage of humanity enjoy ing a decent
standard of living has increased from one per

tliem & 33-o-w ciept.
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"Dean Carrol, when asked to comment
on the rumored emphasis on admitting
athletes , denied that admissions policy this
year was any diff erent from the admissions
policy of any other year. He said that athletes
were given no priority over anyone else,"'
Dean Carrol's denial of Echo report
charging admission-' prioritrcs placing more
em phasis on accepting athletes has b een
contradicted in a recent letter sent to
1
members of the Colby 'C Club.
The lett er quote s a speech by Presid ent
Stridor delivered at the Alumni Council
Meeting, The President spoke of the increased
concern over"thc continuing la ck of success
in the varsity football program " and the
problem of recruiting ntlilctca "within
acceptable standards of admissions criteria. "
He said that "The only place that it seems to
us wc might consider some modification is in
the area of the timing of financial aid award
commitments."
In negating Dean CarroPa statement on

a no - change - in policy, Stridor said , "It does
seem possible, h owever, for the Admissions
Office to have the authorization in a limited
number of cases of promising applicants, who
have not only acc«ptablc records but
peripheral talents, lo commit the college
meeting the students' needs at a time
somewhat in adv an ce of th e sprin g a ctivitie s
of th e Financial Aid Committee.'1
A report up-dating these decisions
shows that of the Class of 1973 which will
enter Colby in the fall , "15 student athletes
were admitted in December under the earl y
decission program, with th eir finan cial
requirements met by the college. Additinal
student-athletes arc slated for admission in
mid-April, our regular notification date. Their
financial aid ap plications ar c currently on t be
docket of the Financial Aid Committee. "
Both Stridor's and the committ ee 's statements
seam to rcgut e the a dmi ssion s policy of latter
years in tho emphasis now being placed on the
admission of athl etes,

cent to 40 per cent. At the same time ,
resources have been decreasing. We were able
to make this progress because we began to
learn about doing more with less.
All wealth means is rearranging the
scenery. The one chance to provide for all of
humanity is to bring about a design revolution
which will utilize what we have in a more
economic way and then distribute it
effectively. We've known for 10 years that we
could do this. It would take only about 20
years of concentrated effort to raise human
life to a proper standard. We could stop war
by having enough to go around. But the
trouble is you can 't have an efficient world
change with soverign borders , and the
politicians are bent on keeping them.
Our society supports specialization.
Yet as children, we want to know everything.
All other species are dominated hy a
specialty, but man has general adaptability,
tlie antithesis of specialization.
The new generation is the first to grow
up actually knowing the world because of
television. Young people must use this broad
knowledge to improve it. We have to realize
that we are on a tiny space ship. Our jo urney
in the universe is sublime, and we don't want
to mess it up with unclear thinking, which is
just what is happening.
The function of man in the universe is
to apply his mind to bring order. The mind is
inestimably more powerful than muscle.
Humanity has been in a shell of ignorance ,
but now it is breaking out, and we have to use
oia minds to create a new order of life.
Buckminster Fuller's thoughts were
greeted by a standing ovation. On Tuesday
morning he viewed the progress of a geodesic
dome that is being constructed for Coburn
Classical Institute in Waterville. He th en
journeyed by car to Camden to have his boat
launched for the season.Fullcr has summered
in the Penobscot Bay region since 1904. He
has long enjoyed sailing and belongs to both
the Camden Yachet Club and the Northeast
Harbor Fleet. Fuller visited Bowdoin 's
campus on Wednesday, and that evening he
did more remarkable "thinking aloud about
where we are."
'Pace Magazine' observed , "An hour
with Buckminster Fuller is as unforgettable as
a first parachute jump, the birth of a fi rst
baby, or being under fire." His three days in
Maine recently more than proved it.

m. arrtlxony
cL sti -ic e

The M a ry Anthony Dance Theater will
culminate ils two day program at Colhy by
presenting a concert at the Waterville 0 pera at
9 P .M. on April 19.
The program will begin April 18 wilh
llic Movement for Actors workshop in
Wadsworth gymnasium, followed by a
presentation of the masters class in the dance
on Saturday, the 19ll» of April .
Through a cooperative effort of the
college and the Maine Stale Commission on
die Arts and Humanities , the troupe is being
brough t to Waterville to perform. The concert
program includes an interpretation of J.M.
Syn c's "Riders of the Sea," and an
appearance of Lois Lowcnstcin , a w ell kn own
dan cer who has perf orm ed with Moss
Shurm a n , llealrice Decider nnd Christine
Laisscnx.

Letters To The Editor
Con *( from pg. 2

than to eveluate something evd in
itself. It allows one the opportunity
to react to "something" from
within and not to an announced
command from without. The
esciting part of this personal
conscience is that it moves one
from idealism to behavioris m to
materialism and back to idealism;
die frustrating part is dial in
between these moves most people
are groping and graveling for some
outside restraints to hold them to
die structure of life as it appears to
be lived. The danger is that man
will find this struggle too hard , and
he will give up and become
self-centered. To this type , the
placebo lies in the gratification of
his own desires; it is only in this
world of unreality that he can find
a peace of mind and happiness. His
idea of being "in the world" is
nothing more than being inside
liimself . The results of this
self-centercdncss is that man forgets
that lie carries within himself not
only his own individuality, but all
of
humanity
with
all its

potentialities. Maybe one of our
hopes should be that our interest in
self for self's sake could be lessened
if we place more emphasis on man
for men's sake.
To
be
most
human
involves
thought ,
necessarily
judgement , and the ability to
discern when to submerge one's
precious individuality, or when to
express it to the needs of others as
tlie latest "happenings" on campus
have suggested. One can never have
meaningful freedom or the right of
"doing" until he has learned when
and where to give it up or use it.
The virtues that result from this
freedom
can
give direction,
purpose, and identity if only people
stop making believe that they no
longer believe in them. Even tlie
wildest screamers do not reject
honesty, decency, kindness, justice,
dignity of the person, yes, even
chastity, when it comes down to
basics. The end results of these
latest happenings should be that
one's personal freedom is enlarged
and
not
destroyed,
for
responsibility to act is far greatcd
than the freedom to stand by and
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PAR T OR FULL TIME WORK
FOR ADDED INCOME
WE SECURE LOCATIONS
I
" Reliable man or woman wanted as
distributor in this area to service
NATI ONAL
r o u t e for
I ADVER TISED ALKA-SELTZEE,
\ A N A C I N , B U F F E R I N , and
I BAYER ASPIRINS sold through
I our latest modern vending machine
- in h a n d y plastic pill boxes.
Dealerships now being established
a n d a p p o i n t e d upon our
( acceptance. Will not interfere wi th
a y o u r present employment, as
locations can be serviced evenings
or weekends, collect and refill
I machines.
EARNING POTENTIAL $450.00 a
J
I month, or more depending on size
l o f
route.
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I Cash investment of $1,900.00 to
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car and 5 to 10 spare hours a week.
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I and cash investment, and arc
1 sincerely interested in a fust repea t
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Dear Editor,
It is Sunday afternoon and
my husband and I are comfortably
reading the paper - safe physically,
isolated from decision, perplexed
and horrified by the state of the
world.
Our daughter at Colby is right
now participating not only in
enhancing her own culture but in
examining the basic tenets of her
college.
Sure we are anxious for her to
be protected by restrictions and our
inclination is for the administration
to guard all the lines, accept as little
change as possible, to hold their
fingers in the dike until by some
miracle the activities of the rebels
will subside.
The tides of change cannot be
halted. What do we, the parents,
expect ?o the administration?
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THE BEST STUDY BREAK IS A DONU T

They must deal with our
children. They have to recognize
change. If we the parents do not free
the administration to bargain and
negotiate new ways of guiding our
youngsters we are escapist and
irresponsible.
The student rebels on one
side, the conservative parent bodyon the o t h e r squeezes the
administration in a vise with no
room to maneuver.
Now is the time to be part of
a "Concerned Parents Group ", not
after a police raid.
What do we wish for our
children?
We raised them, extolling the
scientific method and now we are
appalled that they question our
expressed values. We exposed them
to the world by T.V. and travel and
now that they empathize with
people everywhere we ridicule their
concern. We introduced them to
physical force by bringing them up
in the automobile and yet we are
shocked by their confidence with
force;
They are not cowed by
established powers nor swayed by
unquestioned loyalty to a tradition.
They seek power enough to balance

"happenings" many are actualizing
a narrow slice of their potential at
the expense of the rest. To be
successful at fun and games,
demonstrations and boycotts does
not necessarily mean you will be
successful in living with odiers. The
challenge is left with you!

watch others lost themselves in
unreality.
Rather
than
advocating
completely die abandorment of
scientific analysis in favor of
personal moralizalion or vice versa,
the solution appears to he in the
disentagling
of
these
two
approaches to existence. What good
does it do Colby if it develops
minds that are capabel of becoming
Rhodes Scholars, while at the same
time the students are not practicing
sociaUy accepted behavior as
responsible students should be or
the police have to be called in to
break up a demonstration? What
good docs it do to develop a mind
that is capable of developing a
vuclear weapon, but does not know
when to use it?
Intelligence is incomplete
unless it rests upon a system of
values. The price of freedom is
anxiety and the purchase of
responsibility with freedom can be
growth. Freedom must be matched
by responsibility if it is to survive
and have dignity, pleasure and
durability of life. Under the present
wave
of
Colby
College
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Studio One Photographs
Have you seen the Studio Ones at Canaan House ?
You Must!

CANAAN HOUSE
Careful ly chosen books and gifts
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[ 'Cookie ' Michael

Forty hi gh sch ool students and five
advis ors from Mount Vernon , New York will be
on campus from Thursday evening, A pril 24th
iintil Sund ay morning, A pril 27th. They will be
offered programs on hi gher education h y I.F.A.
md th e Admissions O ffice. If any student is
filling to host one of the guests , p lease p hone
\niie l'oinroy, ext. 5()B.

Trustees State ment

A Pni 12, 1969

being cognizant of current events at the
college from official reports of the
President , committees and other officers,
from reports in tlie news media, including
the Colby Echo, and from conversations
with Colby students, including in some
instances their own sons and daugh ters
and with members of the faculty and
administration and others;
aware of their duties to Colby students,
present and future, and to the officers to
whom they have entrusted the orderly
functioning of the college and developing
of policy in cooperation with students,
alumni, faculty and parents;
and recognizing their ultimate
responsibility for the welfare of Colby
College;
h ereby express their wholehearted
approval of the actions taken by the
President and affirm his authority in all
areas relating to the College.

The Senior Scholar Committee would like to
inri ounce that app lications for the program are
ivailahle fro m Professor Miller in Art or from
'rolessor Maier in Chemistry . Deadline for the
lOnip leled app li cations is 5 p .m. on the 25th of
Ipril (Friday) . A pp lications are to be returned to
ihe above faculty members. Separately, l e tt ers of
eferenee are also to be sent to them b y that
late.
Ea ch app licant m u st obtain his dep artment 's
consent and a faculty member to serv e as tutor.
Int erviews will he held with candidates later -luring th e week of April 29.
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Verified to be a true copy
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The following constitutes a true excerpt from the I
minutes of the meeting of the corporation , The I
President and Trustees of Colby College:
l

Senior Scholars
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So ng Suit e " in thr ee movements is both fun and
musi cal. Another p iece based on the folk motif is
F e r d e G r o l e 's "Mardi Grus " from the
"ivl i ssissi pp i Suit e. Crole p icks up the sounds of
th e Old South and translates them with a li g ht
and polished grace.
On e of the major p ieces of llic program is
Mendelssohn 's '"Overture for Band. " The band
has spent many rehearsals pre p aring this p iece ,
full o f d e li g h t f u l m elodies. The woodwind
section is presentin g a rococo comp osition h y
Ncpomuk
H u m m e l , " T r u mp et
J oliann
Concerto ," featuring Erni e Simp son as t r u m p e t
soloist. The band is especiall y f ortunate to have
as guest soloist , Phili p G r i f f i n , wh o will p lay with 1
&£& /W' SU__r-. UiAffi rwsi.c ,
th e band for Himsk y -K orsakov 's "Conc«:rlo for
Tr ombone and hand. "
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Th e band is honored llial Dr. Comparelli will
conduct the "Orlando Palandrino Overture " b y
Josep h llay dn. Tb e mncert should In; varied and
int e r e sting , and an event nol to he missed .
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MULE
KICKS
The big question in Track Coach Dick Wortuba 's mind this spring will
be whether or not his cindermen have the desire and ability to defend the
MIAA championship they earned at Orono last year. With the loss of
such super performers as Bob Aisner, Chris Balsley, and Ken Borchers by
graduation and Olympian Sebs Mamo by injury , is it possible for this
young team to muster the kind of upset that last year's squad turned in?
Wortuba is optimistic despite the fact that the Mules will probably be
picked to finish third in the meet. On paper, the depth of Bates looks
strong enough to -win with Bowdoin a close second. But one must not
forget that Maine was a heavy favorite to win last year before an aroused
Colby team slipped by them to capture the title. A lot will depend on
how the other three schools do against each other in the events the Mules
are weak in.
- WEAK IN RUNNING EVENTS With the loss of Mamo, a triple winner at last year's meet, tlie running
strength is noticably weaker. Further injury was inflicted by a NCAA rule
that moved the length of the long distance run from two miles . to three.
As a result, outstanding distance runner Tom Maynard will only compete
in the three mile instead of entering both the mile two mile as has in the
past. A great deal of help will have to come from senior Jeff Coady in the
440 and 880 and Rob Wilson in the mile and the 880 and Rob Wilson in
the mile and the 880. Craig Johnson and Ernie Simpson will both be
counted on in the three mile.
While the Mules may be lacking strength in the running events, they
are anything but weak in the field events. John Dowling should repeat as
state champ in the pole vault and has a good shot at the high jump as
well. Mike Salvetti, Jim Peterson , and Jamie Klingemsmitli rnake up a
solid trio in the weights and discus, while sophomore Mike round has the
potential to throw the javelin 200 feet. Rod Braithwaite is certain to
excel in the long jump and trip le jump, and will be a good backup man in
the high jump as well.
SECOND AT AMHERST
Each of the five early season meets will he mainl y a training ground for
the big MIAA meet at Bates on May
3rd. Colby s second place finish at
Amherst last week was encouraging.
Amherst , who had just returned
from two weeks of spring training
in Gainsville, Florida , won with 76
points, by Colby with 55 and Tufts
with 50. Last year the Mules
finished a solid last with onl y 39
points while Amherst had 78 and
Tufts 56. Today the track team
faces its toughest competition in
the Coast Guard Academy. The
cadets mauled Colby 12-30 last
year in a dual meet, but it is certain
that that won 't happen again,
With such a powerhouse in the
field events, Colby will certainly be
considered a serious contender in
the MIAA meet. Needless to say a
healthy Mamo would certainly
make the defense of the state
crown much more probable.

COLBY DEFEATS WESL EYAN
TRINITY : bow s to AIC
Colby s varsity baseball team
notched victories over Wesleyan
and Trinity last weekend, before
bowing to A.I.C. in the final game
of the road trip. Costly miscues and
15 men left on base spoiled a
perfect record for the Mules on
their first trip into Southern New
England.
At Wesleyan, sophomore
pitcher Bob Hyland had a 5-2 lead
when he was relieved by Walt
Brower in the seventh. Wesleyan
rallied for four runs in tlie final
three innings, but Colby pushed
across two in the top of the eighth
to win, 7—6. Pete Yakawonis,
Danny Ouellette, and Pete Emery
each had two hits for Colby. Emery
reached base six straight times on

two singles and four walks.
The victory porved not
without cost as the team lost the
services of outfielder Steve Dane
for the remainder of the season.
Dane lashed out a run-scoring single
in the eighth , but fractured his left
ankle on making the turn at first
base. He will wear a cast for six
weeks and will be a great loss to the
Mule nine.
Junior Gary Hobbs went all
the way on Friday to beat Trinity,
6—4 while helping his own cause by
collecting three hits. Hobbs coasted
through the first seven innings
before he was touched for three
runs in the last two innings. Dave
Demers, Ed Woodin , and Mai Wain
each collected two safties for the

Mules.

A.I.C. led all the way on
Saturday to win, 7—5 as Colby
could not hit in the clutch. The
Mules left the bases loaded three
times and a total of 15 men on
board over the nine inning game.
Gary Woodcock, the first of four
Colby pitchers, suffered the loss.
Demers collected three hits and
Wain had two hits and two RDIs,
but it pro-ved to be not enough.
Colby will play four away
games this weekend which includes
yesterday's contest at Williams,
today's game at Amherst and
tomorrow's doubleheader against a
top notch Springfield club. The
home opener will be at 3:00 on
Tuesday against Tufts.

track second
at amhersf
Colby s varsity track team
opened their spring season last
Friday with a fine second place
finish in a triangular meet at
Amherst. The Lord Jeffs won the
meet with 78 points, while Colby
tallied 55 and Tufts 50.
Outstanding for Colby was
Jim Peterson , who placed first in
the discus with a toss of 149 feet.
The sophomore broke. Jamie
Klingensmith's school record by 11
feet in that event, while also
notching a second in the shot and a
fourth in the hammer.
Another sophomore, Rod
Braithwaite broke the school record
in the triple jump with a feap of 44!
71/4 ". He also won the long jump
and collected a fourth in the high
jump.
Junior John Dowling was
first in the high jump, second in the
pole vault , and fourth in the long
jump. Rob Wilson won the meet
and Tom Maynard won the three
mile.
The Mules travelled to the
Coast Guard Academy today to
meet Bridgeport and Coast Guard
in another tonight tough triangular
meet.

IFL

LACROSSE to OPEN
at BRANDEIS TOMORROW
by David Rea
Tomorrow ,
the
Colby
Lacrosse team travels to Waltham,
Mass. for its season opener against
the team from Brandeis. This is
probably the most crucial game of
llic season for it should give a good

report

VOLLY BALL
The KDP house vollyhall
team
won the
IFL league
championship, but onl y after
winning two hard fought contests
in the playoffs. For the first lime in
several years, all four teams that
entered the playoffs were quite
strong and any one of them could
have won llic title. In semi-final
acti on th e KDP' s won over DU
while TDP won over LCA , setting
u p th e finale which m a t ch ed th e
two top learns of the year.
The champion-hi p game
itself was the best played if not the
most exciting match of the season.
Tau Dell started righ t off hy
bestin g th e unhea le d KDP 's in the
firsl game 15—10, mainl y due to

the fine play of Paul Young, Artie
White and Ken Jordan. Then-, in the
second game, th e Tau 'a led 14—12,
and
could
have
won
the
championship, but the league
lend in g KDP' s then began to click
and came from behind to win ,
16—32. In th e rubber game, the
TOP" - had a commanding 10-5
lend only lo have KDP roar back
and w in 15-12. The KDP's were
sparked in their last drives by Jon
Slonc, Pete Bogle, Gary V cill cux ,
and Mark Fraser, a ll of wh om had
been doing the job for KDP nil
season long, At any rale, the
exciting championship was a filling
end f or a well p layed and hard
fought season.
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indication
of
the
team 's
potentiality for the year. The
Colby-Brandcis games have always
been close ones and , only last year,
Brandeis
bested
Colby 7-5.
However, in the closing moments of
that contest, the Mules hit the post
of the goal twice hut nevertheless
thwarted in their attempts.
For the opener, Coach
Scholz plans lo put his best
midfielders in and play them as
much as possible, giving them
periodic rest. Scholz has several
good midfielders to choose from ,
such as Dana Bladwin , Web
Bradley, L ou Griffi th , Ron DiOrio
and Jon Ray. The attack looks set
with Peter Gilf oy and Mi ck Self
plus the addition of Ray Farhtnd.
Al defense, rookie Bill Holland
looks very good and lie is
complimented by Rich Gallup and
Capt. Dave Noonnn. As usual, Pete
Conslnntiiicau will man the goal ,
for the fourth year in n row. In
addition to these, Coa ch Sch olz ha s
a strong bench of reserves to hack
his starters. Brandeis will face stiff
competition from the Mules this
year. I l seem s unlik ely thnt Colhy
will he handled ns easily this year,
Aft er this w eek end's game,
th e Lacrosse team returns home on
the 2(ilh for the opener against the
Un iv ersity of Conn ect ic ut and will
play nt home for two weeks after
that.

LIGHT

Now, at the light end of the
spectrum, comes a new and
different kind of be er. A
pllsener. Lighter by far than
any beer now available.
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ANNOUNCINGTHE LIGHTESTTASTE
ON THE BEER SPECTRUM.
25% lighter and less filling, 100% beer,
Fro m ingredients selecte d especially for their light ness , and through meticulous brewing processes ,
Heidelberg Light Pilsener g ives you an unexpecte d
clarity, quickness of taste , and polished smoothness ,
It Is 25% lighter and less filling than any beer now
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available , yet 100% beer in every way
If you like a light beer , and you think you ' re drinking
one now , try new Heidelberg Light Pilsener. It stands
alone as the newest , lightest taste on the beer taste
spectrum.
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IFL

SOFTBALL
With the snow finally having
gone , the IFL softball season got
under way this week and games will
continue for about a month . At this
early stage in the season, it is hard
to tell who will lead the league and
even league commissioner Lou
Gordon has admitted that "each
team has a fair chance to win the
title." Another hotly contested
season is antici pated this year.

¦
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die student situation at Colby was
"understanding. '" Apparently the
food was good , too. Henry reported
lamb chops and ice cream. May be a
step in the direction?

I Letters To The Editor
j
J| Con ' t from pg. 8
and perhaps defeat the evil slowly
J'
«I swallowing us all.
I|
Our children not only are our
¦
but they may be growing
charges,
g
into
our
champ ions. Tliey need
•
I' responsibility and authority to set
I|up new structures. What better place
¦to try than on Colby 's campus?
\
We of the older generation arc
a.
'. not separated by such a wide gap
¦
I that we cannot also envision change.
¦!
I That we cannot insist on rational
¦
innovation.
¦
the
If
we a l l o w
I administration to face this crisis |
still under control of reasoning
I leadership, without urging them to
|
¦
work out new modes with our
J' youngsters - if we wait to jump in
j after hysteria and ex tremism have
'¦
|
taken over we shall deserve the
.¦
disapproval (and isolation) of our
• children. Doing nothing at this time
.' is not being neutral but taking the
I side of blind obstinacy. If we do not
!
believe in our children then we must
|
a' not expect them to believe in us.
I
I|
Sincerely,
Mrs Mortimer Rosenfeld
I

No , the ECHO is not in its dying
days, but the healthy addition of a
new publication , "The Easter Pig, "
will hel p lo express a prevalent
attitude that is emanating from the
basement of Runnals Union these
days.
And
the "Pig" only
strengthens this week's Quote of ak We have the newspaper, which does
*? its best to make every spuare acre of
die Week:
land and sea give an account of itDISTRIBUTOR FOR THIS AREA |J
PART TIME OR FULL TIME
! self at your breakfast-talle.
FOR EXTRA INCOME
4
WE SECURE LOCATIONS
.
Ralp h Waldo Emerson
To restock COMPANY SECURED
ACCOUNTS
WITH
WO RLD
FAMOUS R.C.A. and SYLVANIA
T.V., radio , stereo , and COLOR
tubes sold thru our new (1968
Model)
FREE self-service
tti be
tester. Will not interfere with yo ur
present occup ation , as accounts can
be
serviced
evenings
or
on
weekends.

.
I
¦
I
¦
I
•>
I
a
I
¦
EARNING POTENTIAL $600.00 a
month , or more depending on size I
of route.
'

Investment
of
$2,097.00 to
$3 ,495.00 is required , also a good
car and 5 to 10 hours a week. If
you ca n meet these requirements
and investment and are si ncerely
interested
in expan ding
a fast
.repeat business 6f yo ur own tlien
•WRITE to us today including yo ur
phone number to:
TUBE-O- MATIC
ELECTRONICS CORP.
7578 Olive Boulevard
University City, Mo. 63130
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Good enough , Ralph,
but pig for breakfast?
WEI.COME TO THE

Al Corey
Music Center
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872-5622

j MAURICE'S
i MARKET
i
\

GROCERIES — COLO CUTS
FRUITS & VEGETABLES
Italian , Dagwood , Meatball
Sandwiches , Pizza, Steamed
Hot Dogs, Boer & Ale to take out

40 Elm Street
Wate
rville , Maine
I s,
"V Tel. 872-648 1

IF YOU HAVE A PROBLEM . . .

COME TO

BE RRY ' S STATIO NERS
74 MAIN STREET
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